
 

 

 

Having returned safely from my adventures in the Southern Ocean I 
find myself back at work, wondering if I really did get down to Macquar-
ie Island. Did I really see all those penguins & roll around in my bunk 
on that huge ocean????  

 

How about  “I will enter more club 
competitions”, “I will attend more 
club field trips”, “I will learn to use 
my camera in a different mode”, “I 
will get to more special interest 
groups so I can learn to become 
more creative with my editing”, “I will 
ask more questions”, or “I will try my 
hand at a photo book so I can show 
my photos off to family and friends”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EGPS has a great program organ-
ised for 2017 and you will have 
plenty of opportunities to tick off all 
of the above resolutions. 

So lets charge up those batteries 
and get snapping.  

Vicki 

Happy New Year to Everyone, 

 

I did not look at my photos for the 
first week I was home. I wanted to 
“remember” the experience, feel the 
places we visited and ensure the 
experience was imprinted in my 
memory. I did not. Instead, my pho-
tos became my memories.  

Different story now, as I try to sort 
through thousands of images, so I 
can share some of them with you at 
the January workshop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New Year is the time we all make 
those predictable new year’s resolu-
tions - the one’s we rarely manages 
to adhere too. So what about some 
new year’s resolutions that include 
your camera and will help you 
evolve your photography. 

 

Royal penguins –Macquaire Island. 

President’s Bunker   p 1 

What’s On     p 2 

Trip Coordinator   p 3 

On Tour, Buchan   p 4 

On Tour, Lakes   p 5 

Judge’s Comments  p 6 

Submitting to Comps  p 7 

Next Comp    p 8 
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Pets/Animals Comp entries close 
on 25th January 2017.  
Please remember that all entries 
need to be submitted via the Entry 
Maker software, which is available 
free of charge. If you do not have the 
software, or if you are not sure how to 
use it, ask either Di Keily or Di Weir, 
or any committee member.  
 
 
 
 
 

Canni Creek Social Day at the Can-
ni Creek Picnic Races near Buchan 
on Saturday, 18th February.  Sign it at 
the Trip Register at the January work-
shop, or phone the Trip Coordinator 
for details on 0409436475.  
 
The next Audio Visual Interest Group 
is on Wednesday, 15th February 2017 
at 7 pm at the Historical Museum 
Hall, MacAuley Street, Bairnsdale. 
Bring your laptop and questions, and 
any images you wish to work on. 
 

 
 
Audio Visual Presentation by Ruth 
Burley at 7pm on Tuesday, 14th 
March 2017. Ruth presents her AV 
work; this is not a teaching session.  

The next Workshop is on Wednesday 25th January. Be there at 7 pm, for a 
7:30 start.  
Vicki Jesty shows her photos from her recent nature excursion to Macquarie 
Island.  
For the short session, we have a discussion group around photographic tech-
niques. Bring your cameras and manuals.  

 

 
 

The VAPS Annual Convention, and 
also the VAPS Interstate Photo-
graphic Convention, are being held 
concurrently on 27th and 28th May 
2017 in Frankston. Watch the VAPS 
newsletter for updates.  
Now is the time to consider which 
photos to shot or enter for considera-
tion for the VAPS in May.  
 

 
 
 

 

Any photography gear that you want to turn into cash? Something else to sell? 
If there is enough interest, we can start a column on a trial basis for three months.  
Advertise your goods, ideally with a photograph.  
Leave your contact details for prospective buyers, because all communication occurs di-
rectly between the buyer and seller. 
This is a service free to members. EGPS takes no responsibility for accuracy of 
description or the integrity of the goods.  
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Take the time to check out next years’ trips. If you have something to add please do so. There is always something in 
Monday’s paper that happened on the weekend before that I would have loved to have gone to and I bet I wouldn’t be 
the only one. Here are a few: Lakes Entrance at night, the Canni Creek Races social day, Cape Conran weekend, Mel-
bourne weekend including the Zoo, Walhalla, a boat trip on the lakes, Waterfalls, Mt Baw Baw weekend , Walhalla in 
Autumn, Tarra Bulga and Sale Wetlands, an Astro night, Light painting and a day to the Dargo area. 

 

 

Photo: Barbara Rogalla  

Photo: Barbara Rogalla  

Photo: Mary Sowa Photo: Marg Schutte  

Photo: Marg Schutte  

Photo: Marg Schutte  
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 End of year breakup, 11-Dec2016 
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We celebrated our end-of-year breakup at the Buchan Reserve. Set in natural bushland, the area is well situated 
to cater for walkers, the BBQ, and a visit to the limestone caves.  

Those who went for a walk along Spring 
Creek before the BBQ met at Bairnsdale 
at 8 am, then progressed to Bruthen to 
meet with the others at 8:30 am. The 
walkers assured me it was a worthwhile 
exercise. Unfortunately, they did not 
send any photos to illustrate their point.  

And then, there was the BBQ; sharing 
food in a friendly relaxed atmosphere, 
catching up with people, chatting about 
this and that. The afternoon dragged on, 
until it was time to pack up. It was a re-
laxed trip, in line with the general spirit 
of celebrations, holidays and relaxation.  
 

 

With lens photo: invariably, our favourite subject 
came up again. Photos by Bonnie Walker.  
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 Lakes Entrance, 14-Jan-2017 
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It was with some trepidation that we moved toward Lakes Entrance, because the weather was not kind on our 
first field trip for 2017. Relentless wind tore at our clothes, and we decided not to cross the dunes to photo-
graph the sunset. The risk of getting sand into our cameras was too great. Besides, people with light weight 
tripods had found it difficult to get a steady image.  

 

 

 

W e started with a meal by the 
footbridge and finished in 

the ice cream parlour opposite. Val 
made a family day of it and brought her 
son and three grandchildren along. How-
ever, eating was not our sole activity, as 
the photos on this page testify. 

Photo: Di Keily 

Photos:Daryle McKeown 
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 Dave Summer, December 2016  
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At the December workshop, Bruce Jennings read the comments of photography judge Dave Summer, for the 
judging of the Feel the Cold competition. Here is a reflection on how some of his comments may assist to im-
prove other photographs.  

Make sure the background of your 
photograph does not take attention 
away from the main subject. Back-
ground can easily be modified, per-
haps by slightly blurring it post pro-
duction. A much easier method is to 
modify depth of field by changing the 
lens aperture at the time of taking the 
photograph.  

Some photographs had burnt out 
highlights in part of the image. 
Burnt out highlights will be an issue 
over the summer months, when day-
light generates lots of contrast. Dave 
suggested controlling the highlights 
by optimising the high dynamic range 
(HDR). There was an article in the 
October edition of this publication on 
how to capture the full tonal range of 
an image, and interested readers are 
referred back to that.  

Depth of field was another 
trouble spot that required improve-
ment.             Take heed for this 
month’s Pets and other Animals 
comp. One difficulty comes from a 
close-up of an animal with a long 
nose, so that part of the face can 
get out of focus. As is the case with 
all portrait photography, the sub-
ject’s eyes should always be in fo-
cus. This applies to animals and 
humans.  

At times, the image failed to 
communicate the task. For this 
reason, Dave subtracted points from 
otherwise good photographs. In this 
case, it was a matter of evoking a 
feeling of being cold.  Sunlight, 
which was present in several pho-
tos, generated a feeling that the 
scene was beginning to warm up.  

What’s the lesson here? Focus on 
the task on hand, and keep working 
on technique.  

Thanks to Dave for taking an inter-
est in helping develop photographic 
skills at EGPS.  

 

 

Photos: Di Keily 
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 A few words about Process  
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To assist the Competition co-ordinators in preparing our entries for the judges and then a presentation to the 
workshop we are asking all members with Windows operating systems to use the Entry Maker program. 

   

The main purpose of the program is to give a unique name to the digital file that identifies the: 
Maker (or photographer), 
Category (print or digital section) 
Grade i.e. A/B Junior 
Date of the competition 
Section (open or Task) 
Title of the image (please keep it brief) 
 
The program only operates on windows systems and can be downloaded from our website.  Two video instructions have 
been prepared and can be viewed from links on the entry maker page. 
All members with windows computers are requested to go into the members section of the web site and look at the sub 
menu under competitions. 
 
Select Entry Maker read the instructions and view the two video instructions.  Then down load the program as explained 
in the video. 
 
Apple Mac Users 

This program may not work on your computer. If it doesn’t it would be good if you renamed your images in the follow-
ing format. 

PRINT-MONTH-GRADE-SECTION-MEMBER NUMBER-IMAGE NUMBER-TITLE 
For Example: 
 
Task Entries 
PRINT-AUG-B-TASK-12BS099-1-BIKE SILHOUETTE 
 
Open Entries 
PRINT-AUG-B-OPEN-12BS099-1-FLOWERS 
  
For Digital Competition Entries 
DIGITAL-MONTH-GRADE-SECTION-MEMBER Number-IMAGE Number-TITLE 
 
Task Entries 
DIGITAL-AUG-B-TASK-12BS099-1-BIKE SILHOUETTE 
 
Open Entries 
DIGITAL-AUG-B-OPEN-12BS099-1-FLOWERS 
 
Images may also need to be resized as follows if you submit entries without using Entry Maker: 
 
Image width limit: 1920 pixels 
 
Image height limit:  1080 pixels 
 
File size limit:  1500 kilobytes 
 
When using Entry Maker please ensure that you have selected either Print or Digital from the Competition 

Category field. It is the top box. 
 
Note: The month of the competition is the month in which the competition closes. 
 
Email Competition Images to: egpscomp@live.com.au 
 
Finally, please participate in the competitions.  It’s a great way to receive feedback on your work.  Don’t let the pro-

cess put you off.  If you are having difficulty, contact the Club and someone will give you a hand.  The most important 
thing is to enter the competitions and ask for help where you need it. 
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 Still Life Barbara Rogalla 
Due date for submissions: 22-Feb-2017 
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Still Life was popular in days of early photography, when exposures had to be long and early cameras therefore 
could not cope with movement. If that’s the case, what’s the magic today about capturing static objects? One 
look at advertising shots in glossy magazines gives the answer. Just look at how these products are displayed, 
and imagine how much money changes hands in still life photography.  

Still Life was popular in days of 
early photography, when exposures 
had to be long and early cameras 
therefore could not cope with move-
ment. If that’s the case, what’s the 
magic today about capturing static 
objects? One look at advertising 
shots in glossy magazines gives the 
answer. Just look at how these prod-
ucts are displayed, and imagine how 
much money changes hands in still 
life photography.  

For our club comp, the task just 
means what it says. Still life can be 
flowers in a vase, fruit, food, shells, 
bottles, a kettle or a cup. Have you 
thought to group different objects 
around a theme, perhaps of different 
size? 

 

Your imagination inspires how to 
arrange the items, how to place them 
in a pleasing composition. For a 
unique angle, experiment with view-
points other than eye level. Still life 
can easily be arranged on a table. 
Then walk around, stand up straight 
or crouch down to find that perfect 
angle.  

There is enough time for setting 
up. Unlike the subjects in animal pho-
tography for the January comp, still 
objects do not move. This is a good 
time to get out the camera manual 
and experiment with different set-
tings. Or perhaps take the plunge and 
work out how to make shiny subjects, 
such as glass or metal, look good in 
your photo.  

Depending on available light, a 
tripod and long exposure may be 
necessary. Perhaps work at night and 
influence the colour by using different 
light filters. White Balance must not 
always be perfect, depending on the 
story you are telling with photo. Is this 
the time to experiment with flash and 
reflectors? 

Whilst the camera is on the tripod, 
take several shots with different aper-
tures to see which depth of field looks 
best. If the object fills most of the 
frame, keep the background simple to 
avoid distractions. Or replace the 
background and create a new one.  

 
Get out the camera and keep 

clicking away.  

This Still Life shot has done well at the 2016 Interclub Comp.  

Photo: Vicki Jesty 


